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YOU ARE BEING LIED TO ABOUT AV(http://avlies.om/)MEDIA COMMENTATORS ARE TRYING TO HEDGE-THEIR-BETSBY CLAIMING THAT "BOTH SIDES ARE LYING," AS IF THATSOMEHOW GIVES BALANCE.THE FACTS ARE SURPRISING. SOME OF THE LIES ARE SHOCKING, BUT STILL BEINGREPEATED. The media has really dropped the ball by not highlighting - and ridiuling - some ofthese whopping great LIESIf the media an't (or won't) trak these lies, then we have to do it ourselves.To that end, here are some of the lies about AV doing the rounds. Lies from both sides.For ease of use, anything that isn't, stritly speaking, true, is a LIE and it omes with an ex-planation of the truth.If the media will not tell you the fats, and politiians de�nitely will not tell you the truth, you willhave to hek for yourself.VISITORS TO THIS SITE CAN ADD A COMMENT, OR ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF A LIEAT THE BOTTOM OF THE PAGE.LIES BY 'YES TO AV' CAMPAIGNERSAV WILL MEAN THAT MPs ARE ALWAYS ELECTED WITH AT LEAST 50% OFTHE VOTE.LIEIt is mathematially possible for no andidate to reah the 50% goal under AV, but in those ases,the andidate with the most votes wins, regardless.AV WILL MAKE MPs WORK HARDER.LIEIf an MP is working all the hours that God sends, working "harder" is not possible. If you don'tmean "working longer hours" when you say "work harder" you should be more spei�.Work may be "harder" for an MP that was eleted with only 37% support, and who's views arevery di�erent to the views of large segments of his onstitueny. Under AV, this MP would have toengage with more voters (that they may disagree with, over many issues) in order to get eleted inthe �rst plae.Engaging with people you disagree with? Whatever next?1



AV WILL GET RID OF SAFE SEATS.LIEIf an MP is really popular with their voters, and they an easily reah more than 50% of the votes,AV would not hange that, sine at least half the voters want that andidate. That is demoray.AV WILL MAKE POLITICS CLEANER, LESS OPEN TO CORRUPTION, LESSPRONE TO SCANDAL.LIEThe people being eleted will still be politiians. The underlying system will do nothing to hangethat.The thing that AV would hange is that at the next eletion it would be harder for a sandalhit politiian to be reeleted if he has lost the on�dene of 50% or more of the voters, whereasnow, some MPs get eleted with less than 35% of the support from their onstitueny.LIES BY THE "NO TO AV" CAMPAIGNERSThere are several di�erent version of this �rst LIE. It is designed to onfuse people that do notunderstand AV into thinking that AV is a very unfair system of voting:AV WILL TAKE AWAY ONE-MAN ONE-VOTE.LIEAV WILL GIVE SOME PEOPLE MULTIPLE VOTES.LIEAV MEANS THAT SOME PEOPLE'S VOTE COUNTS SEVERAL TIMES.LIEThere are other versions of this LIE, but they all amount to the same thing, that AV is unfair dueto multi-voting. If it were true, AV would be unfair. But it is not true.With the urrent system we are limited to:One "man," one vote, for, one andidate. Total number of votes is one.With AV we an have:One man, one vote, for, a range of andidates. The total number of votes remains one. Onlyone of the andidates you selet gets your vote, NOT ALL THE CANDIDATES YOU CHOOSE.The thing that makes it APPEAR as though a voter has more than one vote, is the number of2

Here is an example: Let's say the perentage of the vote either andidate would win on theirown, if the other similar andidate did not stand for eletion, was 60%. But that 60% vote was"split" between the 2 andidates, sine they both ran. The result: they eah got (e.g.) half, 30%.When that happens, the 3rd best andidate only needs to win 31% of the vote to get eleted.FPTP delivers 3rd best andidates, where the vote for the best 2 similar andidates is split. Thisis a ommon ourrene under FPTP.AV ompletely eliminates this serious problem. Is that a reasonable thing to expet from a votingsystem?AV WILL MAKE IT HARDER TO GET RID OF GOVERNMENTS.LIEThe urrent FPTP system makes it very hard to get rid of governments. We have just had, from1980-2010, 17 years of Conservative followed by 13 years of Labour, for a total of 30 years of gov-ernment with only ONE hange!Were those governments popular the whole way through those 30 years? No. Was it easy toahieve hange using FPTP? No.Governments are eleted on an MP by MP basis, and with eah MP requiring either 50% of the vote,OR, an outright majority from their loal eletorate, AV makes it EASIER to hange governments,if that is what the publi wants.THIS IS NOT JUST ALL POLITICAL SPIN111 MPs in the House of ommons took their seats with 39.9% of the vote, or less.The only way to know if the majority of their loal eletorate would approve of this happeningis to give them the hane to say who they think will be better as their MP: this andidate, whodid not win an overall majority, or one of the other andidates, that did not win an overall majority.AV gives voters that hoie from the outset.VOTINGYES FOR AVWILL NOTMAKE THINGS PERFECT, SOWHYBOTHER?You annot make an informed deision if the information you get is deeptive, or worse, outrightlies. The truth is not nearly as sensational.AV WOULD MEAN THAT MPs ELECTED TO THE HOUSE OF COMMONSHAVE BEEN CHOSEN BY MORE PEOPLE.That is all that AV an promise. Is that a good reason to get out and Vote YES?
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This is a big drawbak of FPTP and it explains why so many governments an be, simultaneously,unpopular, yet also, seemingly, untouhable.IF AV IS SO GOOD, WHY DON'T WE USE IT IN THIS REFERENDUM?...This is a question, not a statement, so it annot be a lie, but it an be used to mislead.This referendum is a hoie of 2 things: a) or b). NO or YES? There aren't any alternativesfor the alternative votes. To suggest that anyone would have Yes as their �rst seletion and No astheir seond seletion is silly.AV IS LIKE THE PERSON THAT COMES 3rd IN THE 100m RACE BEING GIVENTHE OLYMPIC GOLD MEDAL.LIEFor a start, in order to get to the FINAL of the 100m rae, athletes have to go through heats, wherethe weakest runners get knoked-out. Just like AV.Then, there is a �nish line, 100m, that has to be reahed. With First Past the Post, there isno set �nish line. There is no �xed "Post." Someone an be delared the winner with a very small% of the vote. There is an MP at the moment that has less than 30% of the vote, The LibDem MPfor Norwih South - there are plenty of other MPs with less than 35% of the vote.With AV the set �nish line is 50% (+1) of the vote - a majority. One that goal line is reahed bysomeone, that person is the winner and the rae is over. It is, mathematially, possible for no oneto reah 50% of the vote, but in that ase the person with the most votes still wins.Does that sound like the right person gets eleted?AV DELIVERS THE 2ND BEST, OR, "LEAST WORST" OPTION, INSTEAD OFTHE BEST CANDIDATE.LIEMore than 200 of the urrent MPs were eleted with more than 50% of the vote. Under AV theresult would have been the same - an outright win for those popular MPs that are eleted by themajority of their voters.The best MPs sail through AV the same way they sail through FPTP.AV's real di�erene lies in piking a popular winner from a lose run rae. Partiularly with"split," as we all them in the UK, or "spoiler" votes as they are alled in the USA and Australia.Split votes happen where 2 (or more) popular andidates are similar. If one of those andidateswas not standing, then the other similar andidate would probably have taken all, or at least most,of the votes instead. 6

andidates seleted. Up to four.The total number of ballots and votes is unhanged. At no point ould one andidate have 54%,and another andidate have 60%! That would happen if the number of votes was greater than onevote eah, but it doesn't happen, beause with AV there is still only one vote eah.Seleting more than just one andidate is a di�erent mindset. But this same method of selet-ing a range of andidates, is used in every type of preferential voting system. You have the rightto express your opinion on a range of andidates, instead of just one andidate. But you still onlyhave one vote. And everyone else has exatly the same right to selet a range of andidates, so theplaying �eld is level.THE AV SYSTEM IS TOO COMPLICATED.LIEAs noted by many supporters (and the majority of people that atually use AV all the time in theireletions) AV is simple to use.AV IS AS EASY AS1234OR, IF YOU ONLY WISH TO SELECT ONE CANDIDATE, IT IS AS EASY AS1ANTI-AV propaganda insists on disussing how votes are ounted, and then doing a very badjob of that explanation. People then believe that the system is ompliated.AV is simple to understand if learly explained. Here is an independent 2 minute animation,by the Eletoral Commission, that shows how AV works in omparison to FPTP.http://www.aboutmyvote.o.uk/referendum_2011.aspxIn its simplest terms, the explanation "the person with the most votes wins" applies just as muhto AV, the only di�erene being that MORE VOTERS would have seleted the winner if we hadAV. Is that fair?IT WILL COST £100-230 MILLION.LIEThat inludes the ost of buying mahines, whih we would NOT need to run AV, and the osts ofprinting ballots, that we'd have to print ANYWAY. They are made-up sary ost numbers with nobasis in fat.Counting mahines were introdued in London, when a form of AV was introdued there for mayoraleletions. Mahines were introdued in Sotland, when a form of AV was introdued there for loaleletions. 3



But AV has been used in ountries like Australia for 80 years without the need for £200mn worthof ounting mahines. It is all done by hand.AV IS ONLY USED TO ELECT GOVERNMENTS IN 3 COUNTRIES.OUTRAGEOUS LIEAV is a form of Preferential Voting, and very similar (or the exat same) versions of PreferentialVoting are used to elet members of National Governments in many ountries. Inluding beingused right here in the UK to Selet Members of the HOUSE OF LORDS!! The UK's general publidoes not get to use AV to elet Members of Parliament, but The Lords already DO use AV to eletMembers of the House. That's right: AV is used to elet Members of the House of Lords, whih ispart of the UK government.Instant Runo� Voting (IRV) is used by the general publi in to elet Parliamentarians in oun-tries as diverse asIndiaIelandandThe Republi of Ireland, among othershttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IRVCountries, suh as Ireland, that use STV (Single Transferable Vote) to elet more than one MP froma single onstitueny, automatially revert to AV for eleting a single MP from any onstitueny.For example during by-eletions.STV is the Multi-MP version of AV. Some ountries would not even be aware that they are usingAV beause it is just their normal STV, but with just one MP being returned.Another example: the Republi of Ireland's o�ial Presidential Eletion information desribes thevoting system used as STV, despite the fat that it is really AV.Similar forms of AV are used to elet elements of government in many ountries, not just 3 ountries,inluding being used right here in the UK.The �ip side of this is the implied LIE that "everyone" else must use FPTP. This is not true.No EU ountry other than the UK uses FPTP to elet members of parliament. FPTP is a votingsystem that many nations start with, and then, due to some serious shortomings, move away from.AV CAN MAKE YOU VOTE-IN SOMEONE YOU NEVER WANTED.OUTRAGEOUS LIEThe simple way to make sure that you do not vote for someone that you do not want is this: do notselet that person. Most people are able to understand that onept. You do not have to selet aset-number of andidates, you have the option to selet up to four, but you do not have to. If youwould not be happy to see a andidate win, do not selet that andidate.4

LIES ABOUT AUSTRALIAN AVVOTING IS COMPULSORY BECAUSE OF AV.LIEAV IS DEEPLY UNPOPULAR WITH AUSTRALIAN VOTERS WITH MORETHAN HALF WANTING TO CHANGE BACK TO FPTP.LIEAV IS ABOUT TO BE ABANDONED FOR FPTP.LIEHere is a link to an Australian journalist that is keeping trak of these ANTIPODEAN LIEs beingtold in, and by, the UK media (along with his refutations). You may have to sroll down the pageto see some answers. Needless to say the Australian media is �nding these lies both annoying andinsulting.http://blogs.ab.net.au/antonygreen/uk-alternative-vote-referendum/AV WILL LET IN THE BNPLIEAording to live data from ountries that use AV, AV makes it harder for extremist parties to winseats. That is probably why extreme parties like the BNP and Communist party are against AV.MP's HAVE ALWAYS BEEN SELECTED "FOR HUNDREDS OF YEARS" USINGONLY FPTP AND PREFERENTIAL VOTING FOR MPs IS "UNBRITISH"LIEPreferential Voting was used in the UK to elet some MPs up to 1950 - whih is WELL WITHINLIVING MEMORY.http://www.independent.o.uk/news/uk/politis/av/av-debate-the-voting-system-that-ameron-is-�ghting-for-is-a-veritable-novelty-2270578.htmlAV WILL CAUSE ENDLESS COALITIONS AND EXAGGERATED LANDSLIDES.LIEThose two outomes are mutually exlusive.One a government has an "outright majority," it an do what it likes. And under the urrentsystem the government an have an outright majority with just 35% of the total vote- i.e. even if less than 36 out of every 100 people voted for them, the government an still ontroleverything under the urrent system. Labour did that in 2005.That is an extremely "exaggerated landslide," sine it was never a landslide in the �rst plae.5


